“I want to run my business with

state of the art technology.
It must be user friendly, cost
effective and future proof.
A product that is easy to deploy
and can grow with my company.
My data must be secure and
protected at all times,
with support when I need it..”

dCube

Digital Simplicity
dCube is simple! dCube is
a ready to go Document
Management System that
is pre-configured for small
and medium companies
or departments. dCube is
installed on a quality server
that secures your data at
your premises. dCube is easy
to use yet comprehensive
enough to cater for business
processes in many industries.
And with its build-in workflow
engine dCube provides
transparent and compliant
knowledge management.

dCube

KeY FEATURES
Filing
Due to its almost native interface to MS Office and MS Outlook, filing of
documents is a breeze. Once the user completes the document, he/she just
needs to click on the embedded Macro button and ELO filing options appear. The
system suggests previously used filing locations and even helps with suggestions
of previously used index information. Automated filing is a standard feature in
dCube too. Just place the document into the process area and select the index
information. When clicking “OK” the system does the rest. No misfiling, no errors
and best of all every person files the same way.

Check In / Check Out / Version Control

Digital Simplicity

Every editable document that is stored in the ELO is automatically version
controlled. I.e. that there is only a single source of truth. All users see and work
with the same base and there is no confusion what version needs to be used.
Simply check out a document that is stored in ELO and modify it; when finished
just check it in and all users will see the latest version. Users can check the
difference between the versions using sophisticated comparison tools.

Search

Document Management
A modern Document Management System (DMS)
must cater for the ever growing flood of information,
documents and emails from a variety of sources.
dCube uses one of the world’s leading DMS – ELO
Digital Office. With over 600,000 users in more than
30 countries ELO belongs to the technology leaders
in its field and has received highest accolades in
Australia since 2005. The German engineered
software is fully integrated with Microsoft Office,
making it easy to use and therefore achieves high
user acceptance from day one.

ELO offers one of the most comprehensive search features of all DMS. Naturally
the system allows “navigation” to the document. ELO does not dump all
documents into a single folder; it allows users to navigate to the documents and
therefore explore “surrounding” folders. For those users who prefer “search by
index” a pool of tools is on offer. Just type or select values inside the index forms
and ELO provides all relevant search results. To perform more detailed searches,
the user can combine one index with another or many with many. E.g. show
all contracts from month X to month Y. In addition ELO provides Fulltext search
options allowing the user searching by the content of the document, if the index
wasn’t sufficient. With predictive searches the system can narrow down the
search queries. All this whether you are in ELO or in MS Office or MS Outlook
or even from other systems. Just select the document you were looking for and
click on the “go to” button and the system takes you directly to the folder where
the document is stored.

Email
Filing emails into ELO is easy. Just select the email, click on the respective ELO
button in your MS Outlook and the email is transferred directly into ELO. If you
wish to add more index information, just do it. Emails can be filed as a single
file or you can file the attachments separately. All emails are stored securely,
protected from deletion. But not only does ELO allow you to file emails; you can
even send an email directly from the system. Selecting the document the system
allows you to send the document as an attachment or as a link or as a converted
PDF attachment. There is no need to convert the original document into PDF, file
it somewhere and then attach to an email – ELO does that for you.

dCube - Process Management
Every company and every department follows its own
processes. These processes have been established based on
internal and external requirements such as legal compliance,
taxation needs or Human Resources confidentiality. dCube
will make many of these processes easier! Repetitive
processes such as payslip filing or approvals of annual leave
are processes significantly faster without the risk of missed
deadlines. Contract Management or Fleet Management
becomes more precise and dCube’s reminder functionality
helps to do the job when it’s due

Document Scanning
dCube allows users to scan documents directly into the archive!
With its integrated scan client dCube provides an easy to use
scanning capability for all scanners that are directly connected
to the user’s PC. Simply choose the scanner, the scan quality
and start scanning. Individual pages can be merged into multi
page documents. Complete documents can be split, reviewed
and subsequently merged again.
dCube allows barcodes to be recognised and selected data
can be attached to the document. dCube even allows specific
repetitive forms to be recognised and automatically filed in
the archive. There are no quantity limits when scanning using
dCube and all users can scan concurrently without limiting the
performance of dCube.

Integrated PDF Printer

Integrated Workflow

There is no need to purchase any PDF printer software. ELO’s
integrated PDF printer is available at a click. Any MS Office
document or email can simply be printed as a PDF directly
into the archive. Documents that are stored in the dCube can
be converted to PDF or TIF, depending on your needs. Most
importantly, the user can choose if the document needs to be
printed or converted to PDF-A, the compliant long-term storage
version of PDF.
Compliance documents that are written by the OH&S Officer
are converted at the end of the publishing approval workflow.
Contracts can be converted immediately after the draft
versions have been reviewed. Word documents that need to
be emailed don’t need to be converted – just click the “send as
PDF attachment” and ELO creates an email PDF version of the
selected document and attaches it to your email – automatically.

dCube combines document management with process
management. The integrated workflow engine ensures that all
processes around documents are measurable and completed in
time. A simple and easy to learn user interface lets you create
workflows fast! Predefined processes are simply mapped
with ELO’s workflow creator, people and decision points can
be inserted quickly. dCube even allows the creation of time
sensitive workflows that ensure that no deadline is missed;
the integrated escalation possibilities allow the forwarding of
workflow jobs if the initial person wasn’t responding in time.
A must have feature for all medical checks for pilots, probation
time reviews, contract renewals, forklift license renewals and
many more time critical processes.

dCube - Anywhere!

Browser Access

Having your documents stored in a secure location at your
office is good. Being able to access information from these
documents wherever you are is better! dCube allows the
user to access the documents from anywhere at any time.
There is no time limit. Once your dCube is set up and securely
registered, all information is available to all those who have
the respective access rights. Visiting a client and need to
look at the last price list? Want to review a draft contract
while travelling? Need to change a document just before the
external meeting starts? dCube provides this as a standard
feature!

Whether you are using your own laptop, an internet cafe or
your customer’s PC – dCube allows selected users to access all
documents through the most common web browsers. Accessing
documents that are stored at your office is easy with ELO’s Web
Client. The ELO Web Client provides comprehensive functionality
even when travelling. Check Out / Check In features remain
possible. Adding or changing archived documents is fast and
accurate. ELO’s Web Client provides almost all search functions
that are essential to locate specific documents. Fulltext search
or Index search – features that are usually only available with
“installed” programmes are available for the trained user. Even
workflows can be attended to or even started. There are almost
no limitations – only because you are travelling. dCube browser
access is fast, safe and reliable.

Automated Filing Wizard
dCube is set up to perform document filing simply based on
the index information. The integrated “Filing Clause” tool
creates folders on the fly. But if folders already exist dCube just
files the document as planned. This Automated Filing Wizard
is specifically helpful for all mass processing of documents
such as Human Resources documents (Applications, Interview
Forms, Contracts, Time Sheets and Leave Forms etc.). Archiving
of delivery documents that are related to purchase orders is
made easy. Intercompany invoices are quickly saved based on a
few index data. dCube looks after the filing, so that no misfiling
can happen and that all people in the organisation saving the
“same” way. ELO’s Automated Filing Wizard is a real helper in
collaboration.

Smart Phone / Tablet
The technology of smart phones or connected tablets allows
employees to work more efficiently and location independent.
ELO allows access to your documents using the most up to date
smart phone and tablet technologies. iPhones and iPads are
catered for through ELO’s unique app, directly from the iTunes
store. And best of all, it’s absolutely free of charge. As soon
as the dCube has been set up in your office and is registered
to allow remote access, users can use their smart phones or
tablets to search and retrieve the information they need,
“when they need it and wherever they need it.“

dCube - For me

dCube

dCube is a comprehensive integrated document management
system that is pre-installed on a quality server. dCube can be
pre-configured to your industry or business process.

Selection criteria

How do I know if dCube is right for me? And what are the prerequisites for a successful dCube implementation?

q
q

run a small business of 5 to 15 people
work in a department of 5 to 15 people
have a joint venture and you don’t want Capex
have repetitive work processes that need accuracy
and are time critical
battle with paper in your office and space gets less
need access to information quickly and accurately

With quality comes functionality! dCube has first class functionality and top hardware in one package. Merged with high quality
hardware from the world’s leading computer and scanner manufacturers, dCube offers complete document management
functionality onsite, anywhere and any time. From user friendly workspace to integration into MS Office, dCube has it all. Workflow
and remote access guarantee increased efficiency. Check out some of the specifications you can expect from dCube.

Features

Package
Hardware
RAM

dCube is for you if you..
q
q
q
q

dCube - Functions

q
q
q
q

don’t want to worry about server installation or
costly customisations
want a quick solution that solves your problems
without being a corporate monster
want a world leading document management
system that can grow with you
want quality

Storage (Raid 1/0)

HP (or similar)

ELO Rich Client

4GB or 8GB

ELO Web Client

Y

min. 2 x 250GB HDD

Remote Access

Browser

O/S

Windows based

Smartphone access

optional (set up)

DMS

ELOprofessional

iPhone / iPad access

optional (set up)

Database

SQL Express

No. of licenses
Service hours included

24 / 28/ 32

Benefits

The benefits from dCube are immediate. Because dCube is
pre-installed on a quality mini server there is no need for
costly hardware upgrades. And because dCube uses one of the
world’s best document management systems – ELO – you can
be assured of quality “Made in Germany”.
Your company or department will benefit from many years of
DMS development and over 600,000 users worldwide. The
industry and process knowledge that is put into dCube will help
you learn ELO quickly and provide a fast Return on Investment.
Using our “Best Practice” approach we have developed a
system that integrates quickly into your processes, using your
terminology and can be adapted to fully suit changes in your
environment. dCube is scalable.

Return on Investment
dCube is flexible to suit your needs. dCube can be purchased
outright or rented on flexible terms. There is no need to add
CAPEX items to your balance sheet.
Adding options such as scanner hardware, image recognition,
scanning software (e.g. Kofax Express) or a suite of backup
solutions allows you to define exactly what you need and what
you want.
dCube is available from just 5 to 15 users but if you grow more,
ELO is flexible enough to go all the way to a corporate roll-out.
And last but not least because dCube is fit for your business and
processes your ROI is immediate.
Call your Value Added Reseller and find out more about dCube.
Call for a demonstration of the system and see for yourself how
dCube can make your company more efficient, more profitable,
more compliant and more secure. It is never too early to use a
document management system – use dCube.

Max # of archives:
Max # of documents

5 / 10 / 15

20
2.0 Billion

1

Integrated Viewer

Y

2

Document storage in original format

Y

Support hours p.a

24 / 24 / 24

Hardware support

Y

Direct Outlook Interface

Y

Remote support

Y

MS Office 2007+ macros

Y

Ribbon Bar

Y

DMS Functions

dCube

Y

Filing Document from MS Ofiice & MS
Outlook

Y

Check-in/Check-out

Y

Version Control of Documents

Y

Side Notes, Sticky Notes, Stamps,
Markers
Creation, Editing, Deletion of
reminders

Y
Y

Fulltext search

Y

Search of index information

Y

ELO iSearch

Y

Integrated Workflow Designer

Y

Integrated forms based workflow +
forms design

Y

ELO TIF-printer / PDF / PDF-A printer

Y

OCR Fulltext keywording

Y

Combined full text and index field
search

Y

Document Scanning

Y

Document Conversion to Tiff or PDF

Y

ELO Client for Outlook

Optional (set up)

Processes
OCR Support

Y

Automatic Filing Wizard

Y

Printing, emailing documents directly
from ELO
Starting, Accepting, Forwarding
Workflows
Set-up of coded archive areas with
128-bit technology

Y
Y
Y

Rights Management

Y

Contract Management

Y

Automatic keywording

Y

Automatic filing using filing clause

Y

Mass Archiving

Y

Barcode recogition
Scanner

Y
Kodak or Canon

Onsite Back-up

Optional

Offsite Back-up

Optional

3rd party interface

OA

Remote assistance

Y

We offer flexible terms and low instalments to cater to your needs, size and business processes. All dCube products include:
1

2

•
in year one; year two and three
• ELO’s leading Document Management System
• Microsoft’s SQL Express
Note: Technical and functional changes may occur without notice. Terms & Conditions apply

•
•
•

Sufficient storage space
Enough RAM to cater for all users
Dedicated support hours and much more..

dCube

Digital Simplicity

dCube: a Document Managers Pty Ltd product
www.documentmanagers.com.au
Available through:

Level 14, 275 Alfred St, North Sydney NSW 2060
+61 2 9460 0407
info@documentmanagers.com.au

© Document Managers Pty Ltd. The reproduction of this document, in it’s entirety or part
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